
Oxidation of MetalsOxidation of Metals

�� Oxidation is a general term used to define the reaction between Oxidation is a general term used to define the reaction between a a 

metal or alloy and its environment. metal or alloy and its environment. 

�� Metals or alloys are oxidised when heated to elevated temperaturMetals or alloys are oxidised when heated to elevated temperatures in es in 

air or highly oxidised atmosphere with excess air or oxygenair or highly oxidised atmosphere with excess air or oxygen

�� Oxidation can also take place in reducing environments (low oxygOxidation can also take place in reducing environments (low oxygen en 

potential)potential)

�� In industrial practice, metals and alloys are rarely exposed to In industrial practice, metals and alloys are rarely exposed to pure pure 

oxygen. oxygen. 

�� The atmosphere may contain oxidising species in addition to oxygThe atmosphere may contain oxidising species in addition to oxygen.en.

�� The corresponding atmospheres consist mainly of OThe corresponding atmospheres consist mainly of O22, N, N22, H, H22O, COO, CO22, S, S22, , 

HCl, ClHCl, Cl22, NH, NH33, SO, SO22, etc.. , etc.. 

�� Thus, HThus, H22O and COO and CO22 may play an important role in affecting the oxidation may play an important role in affecting the oxidation 

behaviour of a metal. behaviour of a metal. 

�� Understanding oxidation of metals and alloys has been behind theUnderstanding oxidation of metals and alloys has been behind the

successful development of alloys that resist environmental attacsuccessful development of alloys that resist environmental attack at high k at high 

temperaturestemperatures

�� Oxidation resistance of these alloys is due to the presence of rOxidation resistance of these alloys is due to the presence of reactive eactive 

alloying elements, such as Cr, Al and Si, which can form stable,alloying elements, such as Cr, Al and Si, which can form stable,

protective external oxide scales on the metal surfaces and so prprotective external oxide scales on the metal surfaces and so prevent event 

further corrosionfurther corrosion

Oxidation ReactionsOxidation Reactions

�� During the initial stages of oxidation reaction, a During the initial stages of oxidation reaction, a gasgas--

adsorbed film will formadsorbed film will form and and develop by nucleation and develop by nucleation and 

growthgrowth to form a to form a thicker oxide scalethicker oxide scale. . 

�� This oxide will from only if This oxide will from only if thermodynamics favourthermodynamics favour a a 

reaction of the form:reaction of the form:

M + OM + O22 = MO= MO22

�� Which must form rapidly (Which must form rapidly (favourable kineticsfavourable kinetics))
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�� A metal can also be oxidised by either water vapour (HA metal can also be oxidised by either water vapour (H22O) O) 

or COor CO22. . 

M + HM + H22O = MOO = MO + H+ H22

and and 

M + COM + CO22 = MO= MO + CO+ CO

Thermodynamics of oxidationThermodynamics of oxidation

�� Thermodynamics predict the relative stability of an oxide Thermodynamics predict the relative stability of an oxide 

with respect to its metal, but with respect to its metal, but does not predict how does not predict how 

protective an oxide will beprotective an oxide will be

�� An oxide will form on a metal surface when the oxygen An oxide will form on a metal surface when the oxygen 

potential in the environment is greater than the oxygen potential in the environment is greater than the oxygen 

partial pressure in equilibrium with the oxidepartial pressure in equilibrium with the oxide

Kinetics of Oxidation (Oxidation Rates)Kinetics of Oxidation (Oxidation Rates)

�� The basis for developing high temperature oxidationThe basis for developing high temperature oxidation--

resistant alloys is the formation of a protective oxide layer resistant alloys is the formation of a protective oxide layer 

between the metal and the environment. between the metal and the environment. 

�� Reaction kinetics are controlled by the rates of diffusion of Reaction kinetics are controlled by the rates of diffusion of 

metal ions and / or Ometal ions and / or O22 across the barrier oxide scale.across the barrier oxide scale.

�� Since the diffusion processes are temperatureSince the diffusion processes are temperature--dependent, dependent, 

oxidation rates increase rapidly with increase in oxidation rates increase rapidly with increase in 

temperature according to: temperature according to: 

D = DD = D00 exp (exp (--Q/RT)Q/RT)



�� Three laws describe the oxidation rates for most metals Three laws describe the oxidation rates for most metals 

and alloys:and alloys:
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1.1. Linear growth Linear growth 

x =  kx =  kl t + xt + x00

2.2. Parabolic growth Parabolic growth 

xx22 =  k=  kp t + xt + x00

3.3. Logarithmic growthLogarithmic growth

x =  kx =  kee log(at + 1)log(at + 1)

x: oxide thickness, t: time, kx: oxide thickness, t: time, kll, k, kpp, k, kee, and a are constants. x, and a are constants. x00 is oxide thickness at t = 0is oxide thickness at t = 0

�� The The linear rate lawlinear rate law is applicable to the formation and development of is applicable to the formation and development of 

nonnon--protective oxide layers at high temperatureprotective oxide layers at high temperature

x =  kx =  kl t + xt + x00

�� The rate constant, kThe rate constant, kll, changes with temperature according to an , changes with temperature according to an 

Arrhenius type relationship: Arrhenius type relationship: 

�� The The parabolic rate lawparabolic rate law assumes that the diffusion of metal cations or assumes that the diffusion of metal cations or 

oxygen anions is the rate controlling step and is derived from Foxygen anions is the rate controlling step and is derived from Fickick’’s s 

first law of diffusion. first law of diffusion. 

�� This law is applicable to uniform, continuous and protective oxiThis law is applicable to uniform, continuous and protective oxide de 

scale layers scale layers 

xx22 =  k=  kp t + xt + x00

�� The rate constant, kThe rate constant, kpp, changes with temperature according to an , changes with temperature according to an 

Arrhenius type relationship: Arrhenius type relationship: 

�� The The logarithmic rate lawlogarithmic rate law is mainly applicable to thin oxide scales is mainly applicable to thin oxide scales 

((less than 100 nmless than 100 nm) formed at low temperatures, and therefore rarely ) formed at low temperatures, and therefore rarely 

applicable to high temperature engineering problems.applicable to high temperature engineering problems.

x =  kx =  ke log (at + 1)log (at + 1)

�� Ideally, the oxidation rate should be relatively slow Ideally, the oxidation rate should be relatively slow 

(parabolic growth law).(parabolic growth law).

�� Such a requirement depends  on:Such a requirement depends  on:

1.1. Rate of diffusion of reactants (metal cations and ORate of diffusion of reactants (metal cations and O22 anions) anions) 

through the oxide layerthrough the oxide layer

2.2. Rate of supply of ORate of supply of O22 to the outer surface of the oxideto the outer surface of the oxide

3.3. Molar volume ratio of oxide to metalMolar volume ratio of oxide to metal

�� The slowest process at a given temperature will control The slowest process at a given temperature will control 

the rate of oxidation.the rate of oxidation.



Types of Metal OxidesTypes of Metal Oxides

�� Two types of metal oxides Two types of metal oxides 

1.1. NonNon--protective (unstable) oxidesprotective (unstable) oxides

�� Formation of a porous and cracked oxide film on the metal Formation of a porous and cracked oxide film on the metal 

surface.surface.

�� Because of porosity, OBecause of porosity, O22 penetrates to the metal surface and penetrates to the metal surface and 

reacts with the metal to form more oxide reacts with the metal to form more oxide 

�� Ultimately, the entire metal will be consumedUltimately, the entire metal will be consumed

�� This is linear growth rate law and occurs at high temperaturesThis is linear growth rate law and occurs at high temperatures

2.2. Protective (stable) oxidesProtective (stable) oxides

�� Formation of a nonFormation of a non--porous film on the metal surfaceporous film on the metal surface

�� OO2 2 can only react with the metal ions through diffusion can only react with the metal ions through diffusion 

�� Growth rate decreases as the oxide scale thickness increases.Growth rate decreases as the oxide scale thickness increases.

�� This is parabolic growth rate law and is associated with thick This is parabolic growth rate law and is associated with thick 

oxidesoxides

�� An indication whether an oxide film is protective or not is giveAn indication whether an oxide film is protective or not is given by the n by the 

Pilling Pilling –– BedworthBedworth ratio. ratio. 

Pilling Pilling –– BedworthBedworth ratio (PB)ratio (PB)

nDw

Wd

consumedmetalofvolume

producedoxideofvolume
PB ==

�� Where: Where: 

WW: is the molecular weight of oxide, : is the molecular weight of oxide, DD: is the density of oxide: is the density of oxide

ww: is the atomic weight of metal, : is the atomic weight of metal, dd: is the density of metal: is the density of metal

nn: is the number of metal atoms in the oxide (e.g; in Al: is the number of metal atoms in the oxide (e.g; in Al22OO33, n = 2) , n = 2) 

1.1. PB < PB < 1                      porous and non1                      porous and non--protective oxide protective oxide (the oxide film is  (the oxide film is  

insufficient  to fully cover the metal surface  insufficient  to fully cover the metal surface  

2.2. PB > 1                      PB > 1                      protective oxideprotective oxide

�� Oxidation rates at later stages depends on whether the Oxidation rates at later stages depends on whether the 

thick film scale remains continuous and protective as it thick film scale remains continuous and protective as it 

grows or whether it contains pores or cracks (nongrows or whether it contains pores or cracks (non--

protective)protective)

�� As the oxide film grows and becomes thicker (PB > 2), As the oxide film grows and becomes thicker (PB > 2), 

however, compressive stresses develop in the oxide however, compressive stresses develop in the oxide 

leading to cracking and then spalling (flake off). This is leading to cracking and then spalling (flake off). This is 

called called ““breakaway corrosionbreakaway corrosion””. . 
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LinearLinear

Breakaway Breakaway 

corrosioncorrosion

Protective oxidesProtective oxides Non protective oxidesNon protective oxides

BeBe 1.591.59 KK 0.450.45

CuCu 1.681.68 AgAg 1.591.59

AlAl 1.281.28 CdCd 1.211.21

CrCr 1.991.99 TiTi 1.951.95

MnMn 1.791.79 MoMo 3.403.40

FeFe 1.771.77 HfHf 2.612.61

CoCo 1.991.99 SbSb 2.352.35

NiNi 1.521.52 WW 3.403.40

PdPd 1.601.60 TaTa 2.332.33

PbPb 1.401.40 UU 3.053.05

CeCe 1.161.16 VV 3.183.18

List of List of ““protective and nonprotective and non--protectiveprotective”” oxide scalesoxide scales
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Oxidation in AlloysOxidation in Alloys

�� Follow the same principles as for oxidation of pure metals.Follow the same principles as for oxidation of pure metals.

�� However, oxidation of alloys is more complex because:However, oxidation of alloys is more complex because:

1.1. Alloying elements have different affinities for OAlloying elements have different affinities for O22

2.2. Alloying elements have different diffusion rates in oxides and iAlloying elements have different diffusion rates in oxides and in n 

alloyalloy

3.3. Higher and complex oxides may formHigher and complex oxides may form

4.4. Possibility of solid solubility between the oxidesPossibility of solid solubility between the oxides

�� An example of the effect of Cr An example of the effect of Cr 

on oxidation is illustrated by on oxidation is illustrated by 

one of the common high one of the common high 

temperature alloys (Fe temperature alloys (Fe –– Cr). Cr). 

Source: D. A. Jones (Principles and Source: D. A. Jones (Principles and 

Prevention of Corrosion)Prevention of Corrosion)


